Instructions
FEMALE END

1

Insert cord
firmly into device

2

3

To release, pull on either
of the red tabs and
remove cord

Cord is now locked

4

Cord will detach
from device

MALE END

1

Ensure nut is backed out
as far as possible

2

Push and tighten the nut to initial
resistance, then add 1/4 to 1/2
turn to secure.
(Do not over-tighten)

Insert cord
firmly into device

5

3

4

Cord is now locked. Visually
inspect to be sure connector
is fully inserted

6

Do not connect the male and female
ends of the zLock cord to each other.
Damage may result. The male plug
end should only be inserted into a
PDU style recessed receptacle.

To release, loosen nut
as far as possible

Cord will detach
from device

Align nuts as shown to maximize
clearance in ganged receptacles
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Visual Cord Guide
The only non-proprietary universally deployable locking power cords that work with existing infrastructure.

MEDICAL GRADE
Locking only available on female end

zLock C13

zLock C14

zLock C15

zLock C14

zLock C19

zLock C14
zLock C13

NEMA 5-15

POSSIBLE CONNECTIONS

zLock C13

zLock C20

zLock C19

zLock C20

zLock C13

NEMA 5-15

zLock C13

NEMA 5-15
NEMA 6-15

zLock C19

NEMA 5015
NEMA 6-15
NEMA 5-20
NEMA 6-20

PLUG COLOR OPTIONS

Clear
zLock C13

C14

zLock C13

C20

zLock C19

Black

C20

KEY FEATURES

COLOR OPTIONS*

 The only universal locking power cord that
locks both ends.
 Plug and play replacement for existing
power cords.
 Requires no proprietary mating plug or
receptacle on either side of the connection;
Compatibile with standard IT equipment and
PDU’s.
 Available in locking C13, C14, C15, C19
and C20 as well as single sided locking
and medical grade configurations. Twist
locking NEMA to locking IEC configurations
also available.

 Available in 6 standard lengths. Custom
lengths available upon request with a
minimum order quantity of 250.
 Alternate colors available; contact Zonit
Sales for more information.
 Every zLock cord is labeled with an
individualized serial bar code for scanning
into inventory or system mapping.
 UL Listed (UL 817) and CE compliant (IEC
60320).
 zLock can now be integrated into the uATS
providing both locking inputs and outputs.

Black (Standard)
Grey
White
Yellow
Orange
Red
Green
Blue

* Cord only
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